EASIWOOD is high quality veneer of genuine wood with reinforced fleeced backing. EASIWOOD is extremely flexible and easy to use. It can be cut with scissors or a craft knife and bonded to any dry substrate. The wood surface is pre-sanded and ready to be lacquered or oiled.

During the manufacture of EASIWOOD, the wood fibers are “pre-fractured”, yielding an especially flexible material composite. The EASIWOOD fleece, also manufactured by Schorn & Groh, gives the composite strength.

Ordering made easy, starting with a single leaf

You can order EASIWOOD by the leaf, starting with one leaf, in our online shop: in standard sizes of 2,440 mm by 1,220 mm and a thickness of +/- 0.6 mm. Eleven variants are available: (1) Ash, (2) Black Cherry, (3) European Oak, (4) American White Oak, (5) Sapele, (6) American Maple, (7) Black Walnut, (8) Bamboo caramel, (9) Bamboo natural, (10) Beech, (11) Hearted Beech.

You can order EASIWOOD online: www.sg-shop.de

The veneers shown are only examples. Colors and grains may vary. Smaller knots and nubs are not mistakes, but a sign of the authentic real wood surface.
Your advantages with EASIWOOD

• **No air bubbles**: When EASIWOOD is used properly, no air bubbles form between veneer and substrate.

• **No glue seepage**: The EASIWOOD fleece of non-woven cellulose / polyester used in EASIWOOD prevents seepage of glue / adhesive.

• **Fewer tears**: During the manufacture of EASIWOOD the wood fibers are “pre-fractured” and flexed. The fleece backing stabilizes the veneer and prevents the surface from tearing and splitting.

• **Imperfections in the substrate are concealed.** The fleece on the back of the veneer absorbs slight unevenness in the substrate. The natural beauty of the wood comes through.

• **EASIWOOD can be applied to rounded surfaces**: rounded surfaces up to 360° are no trouble at all. The extreme flexibility makes EASIWOOD a specialist for curved shapes and hard-to-treat surfaces.

• **EASIWOOD is pre-sanded** and ready for immediate staining, polishing, varnishing or waxing.

• **EASIWOOD is made of certified wood.**
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**Production & Sales**
Schorn & Groh GmbH • Industriestraße 34 • 74927 Eschelbronn Germany • +49 6226 7857350 • sg-eschelbronn@sg-veneers.com

**Sales**
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